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New Media and Multimedia now provides a unique conglomerate media form for representing
geospatial information in innovative ways. The many cartographic products being developed and pub-
lished using New Media illustrate the enthusiasm with which the geospatial science community has
embraced it as a tool for representing geography. It is argued that this ‘new’ method of access to and rep-
resentation of geospatial information is different to aforeused methods and therefore, whilst New Media
applications can be considered to be at a fairly immature stage of development (compared to paper
maps), there is a need to identify the positive elements of the media used and to isolate the negative ones,
so as to develop strategies to overcome any deficiencies. This paper addresses the changing uses of car-
tographic products from paper to computer-generated and published alternatives to current New Media
products published on optical media and via the Web. The positive elements of new methods of use and
new mediums of delivery will be described and the issues related to the use of New Media will be dis-
cussed.

Introduction

In a series of articles in the Australian newspaper The

Age, its magazine Good Weekend included an article on the
best of everything from the past 1000 years. ‘Top of the list’
was the humble threaded screw, which, according to jour-
nalist Witold Rybczynski (1999) changed the world. He
expounded that “Without screws, entire fields of science
would have languished, navigation would have languished,
navigation would have remained primitive and naval war-
fare as well as routine maritime commerce in the 18th and
19th centuries would have not been possible. Without
screws, there would have been no machine tools, hence no
industrial products and no Industrial Revolution” (op cit., p.
33). All interesting stuff! But ‘back to the chase’. Included
in the series of articles and included in the ‘best of the last
1000 years was the map. Battista Agnese’s paper map of the
world, produced in Venice in the mid-16th Century was de-
scribed by Johnson (1999, p. 26) as “something more than a
beautiful and precise document, but also a topography of
the European mind in transition”. The map illustrated the
new information gleaned from voyages of discovery by Co-
lumbus and Magellan, and was able to depict it more
accurately due to the application of new scientific and
mathematical advances and to make it more widely avail-
able with new tools provided by the newly available
technologies. It was an illustration of human endeavour
and revolutions in knowledge acquisition and depiction.

These precise scientific documents provide the tools
for exploration and discovery, accurate tools of warfare, re-
cords of new lands and settlements, depictions of
communications and national development and artifacts for
tourists and conveyances for armchair travellers. They are
useful, accurate and powerful information provision tools.

Technology and scientific applications

It has been said that from the time that a crude map was
scratched in the sand to provide visual support for a geo-
graphical story to be told that the storytelling was in some
way influenced by the materials upon which the map was
drawn or how that initial drawing was copied for storage or
communication. Initially, maps were only really limited by
the materials that were available for artifact production.
The cartographers ideas about how to produce something
that would aid the generation of mental maps (Gould and
White, 1986; Rosenberg, 1997) was all that was necessary
to begin the process that took visualisation idea (mental
map) to realisation artifact (visualization tool). However,
even though the visualisation ideas could be said to be ‘un-
tainted’ by outside influences, the materials available to
produce those artifacts did dictate what could be shown.
Take for example the palmstick sea charts (figure 1) used
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Figure 1. Palmstick seachart of the Marshall Islands in the

Pacific Ocean. Source: Holmes, 1992, p. 21.



by ocean travellers of the Pacific. Sticks were used to pro-
duce navigation aids that showed the sea and the prevailing
wave fronts. Similarly, their counterparts in the colder wa-
ters of the Artic used sealskins, shells and other materials
at-hand to craft their charts.

In the European world maps were produced to depict
geographical information as part of the Inscription commu-
nications revolution. All that harnessed the depictions of
the time were the materials available and the ‘imposed view
of the world’ from institutions like the Church. This era can
be referred to as one that was comprised of ‘manuscript
maps and the copyist’. Manuscript maps were produced
and then a ‘human copying machine’ made multiple copies
available for what was a fairly select distribution group:
those in power; those with wealth; or controllers of infor-
mation for specific purposes, like the military.

Maps like The New World (c. 1500) (figure 2), which
was drawn by Columbus’ pilot, Juan de la Costa, on vellum
is typical of how parts of the world were depicted. In many
cases, this map included, the representation of space was
somewhat dictated by the medium, in this case the actual
shape of the vellum that the map was drawn upon. Things
went along quite smoothly; with cartographers producing
maps that were only restricted by their own abilities.

Figure 2. Juan de la Costa’s The New World. Source: Berthon

and Robinson, 1991, p. 80.

The depiction of space, albeit inaccurate and lacking an
integral view of the world, provided much valuable infor-
mation TO USERS. But, as these were drawn by individual

cartographers, their interpretations of reality differed and
also the content of the maps were changed to achieve partic-
ular information communication requirements. Maps
weren’t just maps, they were appended, amended and em-
bellished to serve multiple needs and, in being so
manipulated they became repositories of different views of
that space. Hand-drawn and copied maps portrayed infor-
mation in particular ways, and this led to users interpreting
these ‘geographical codes’ into particular mental images –
mental maps. As the technologies of discoveries and inno-
vation were applied to communication in general and
cartography particularly, artifacts, including maps, were
produced in ways that were biased or limited by the technol-
ogy used to construct, draw or reproduce it. For maps this
led to information being depicted in ways that were dictated
to by other professions or trades – like surveying or print-
ing. Cartographers needed to give way to developments in
science and industry and to re-design their products, not for
the sake of greater clarity or information delivery, but to en-
able maps to be produced with the new technologies of the
age. Things changed, so did the way in which geographical
information was depicted, and, it is argued, along with these
changes how reality was ‘seen’ through geographical arti-
facts also changed.

For cartography everything continued to develop along
with later communications revolutions that post-dated the
Inscription communications period. These can be summa-
rised as the communications revolutions related to:

� Printing;

� Electronic Iconography;

� Global electronic publishing;

� Personal / global electronic publishing; and

� Collaborative global electronic publishing and
communication

Printing

Prior to the use of the printing press for the production
of multiple copies, humans were the ‘copying machine’.
After the introduction of printing with Gutenberg’s press
and the application to the replication of maps a number of
different periods of reproduction were seen. These have
been described by Woodward (1975) as a period of media
trials, followed by the period of essential separation of
printer and cartographer, then the period of mechanism and
innovation, and then, finally, the period of technical interre-
lation (a formal understanding between cartographer and
printer – where each understood the tasks of the other and
they worked hand-in-hand to produce technically-correct
and accurate impressions of reality).

The first change to how maps were replicated (and
along with this how information was depicted) was when
printing was employed to make copies of maps less expen-
sive to make and them more accessible. Gutenberg (1397 -
1468) perfected printing using movable type in 1438 and
not that long later, in 1472, the first map was printed. This
earliest surviving printed map was a simple marginal alle-
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gorical diagram in the Etymologiae of Saint Isodore, bishop
of Seville (see Figure 3). This ‘T in O’ map, so-called as the
‘T’ in the map depicted the Don and Nile Rivers and the
Mediterranean Sea and the ‘O’ was the oceans that sur-
rounded this view of the world, was a compromise view of
the world between the Bible and classical learning reached
by Isodore.

Figure 3. Tripartie world map. Source: Robinson, 1975,

p. 9.

Different printing methods developed, and, with them,
different cartographic techniques for depicting geography
evolved. An unfortunate side effect was that sometimes el-
ements were ‘moved’ or their precise depiction was
compromised for the sake of ‘technical alignment’.

The first printing method to be employed for map repli-
cation was the Woodblock method. It used wood with fine
grain (eg apple) as the printing surface. A relief image was
carved from the wood, usually as a mirror image and then
this surface was inked, paper placed upon the surface and
then the inked image transferred under pressure using what
was referred to as a ‘scraper blade’. Typical elements of
maps produced using this method were angular, coarse
graphics, compromised lettering (as lettering was difficult
due to the coarse woodgrain and its direction) and stipple
and tones were almost impossible due to the overriding
grains that composed the ‘plate’. The Tripartie world map
shown in figure 3 was printed from a woodblock printing
plate and the coarsity of the image is obvious. In later, more
in comprehensive maps, landforms depicted using
woodblock printing were ‘stylised’ to compensate for the
printer’s ‘tools of trade’. Geography was wrongly shown
and space was inaccurate. As users relied on this medium
for their geographical intelligence it could be said that by
using a distorted impression of space, the user’s place was
also distorted.

The application of technology, resulting in making
maps more readily available and multiple copies more
quickly made, had an unwanted side effect – a distorted
view of the world. The tool used to communicate geograph-

ical information, which then formed the basis for construct-
ing a mental image of the surrounding world; in most cases
a world that was aforeto incomprehensible, and probably
inaccessible to those without power, money or mobility
(and probably all three of these were elements needed for
access were linked together) had distorted reality. The tool
used to view the world had distorted how it (the world) ap-
peared, as the viewpoint, accessible via the viewing artifact,
had been moved (not by the cartographer, who did previ-
ously move viewpoints due to design considerations or
material affordances, but by the demands of the tools of
communication) and the world was seen differently. The
information that the artifact purported to depict had not
changed, but in the telling of the (geographical) story the
means of transferring that knowledge had distorted the mes-
sage and the mental map of the world for the viewer had
changed forever. Technology was king, knowledge was
compromised and, for the sake of ‘the new’, this was gener-
ally accepted.

Intaglio (or Gravure) used etched copper plates that
produced prints that were more precise than woodblock.
Fine lines, elaborate text and tones were possible. Flemish
publishing houses were established and their engraved
map-printing plates led to an explosion in the sheer number
of maps that were then available. The map image had
changed, it was now more precise and the quality had im-
proved; they looked accurate and colour was used
extensively. However, the image was better than the preci-
sion of map compilation allowed them to actually be; they
looked more accurate than the data collection methods al-
lowed. The world was displayed as an ordered, sharp
image. Imagery now ruled these precise replications and
they exhibited an air of accuracy and “they had to be cor-
rect”, because they looked correct.

Letterpress, which used movable type plus spaces to
make up the image, was Intaglio’s competitor. It was
mainly used for printing books and newspapers, but trials
were made for map printing, as it offered a formal, standard-
ised page layout and lettering that could result in economic
savings. Designs were made to accommodate process and
‘different’ maps resulted. For example, the map in figure 4
shows how pre-cast type symbols were used to show moun-
tain ranges. Everything was symmetrical (not at all like
nature) and due to the restrictions related to placing type
components in horizontal rows the mountain ranges ap-
peared as ‘steps’ (not steppes!) and did not display the
irregularities that would be in evidence during a visit to the
actual site. The image of reality was again distorted by this
printing method and the integrity of the (geographical) mes-
sage was again lessened when this printing method was
employed.

Automation associated with the Industrial revolutions
quickened both processes and printing. Harnessing ma-
chinery led to quicker (and less expensive) printing
methods, resulting in a greater availability of maps and the
need for a more efficient distribution process.

Lithography was developed by Alois Senefelder as an
alternative to both Letterpress and Copperplate, thus
revolutionalising the replication of documents. With his
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‘writing on stone’ methodology, cartographers were not re-
stricted by having to work with type ‘slugs’ or etched
copperplate. They were able to draw directly onto lime-
stone, albeit as a mirror image until the later method of
‘chemical transfer’ was developed, and then transfer this
image directly to paper. Later photography was used as an
intermediatory method that enabled map manuscripts to be
drawn ‘normally’ on paper, the paper photographed, and
the resultant negative then
used to produce the print-
ing plate by
photolithography.

Photolithography al-
lowed for original artwork
to be done on another me-
dium and then the images
transferred to printing
plates. Colour separation
using filters was also pos-
sible and for mapping the
integration of separate
films containing lines,
text and tones changed the
actual process of drawing
map elements. These
were drawn as separa-
tions, and then combined
at the printing stage.

A u s t r a l i a n
photolithographic trials

were done by John Osborne, of the Victorian Department of
Lands and Survey in the 1860s. Advantages were immedi-
ately seen, as the illustration of Osborne’s trials in figure 5
show, in the way in which ‘normal’ documents could be al-
most copied at will. This changed the whole perspective of
how things were reproduced. Photolithography became the
‘photocopier’ of its time. Paper printed products, including
maps were more prolific and became commonplace. Mass
media had arrived.

Figure 5. Cadastral Parish plan, Victoria, Australia, ca. 1860.

Source: Harris, 1975, p. 125.
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Figure 4. Typometrie. William Haas, Alsace, Strassburg, F. R.

Saltzmann, 1800. Source: Harris, 1975, p. 117.



Application of Computers

For mapping everything went on along these lines for many
years, until computers were applied to maps. Basically
their use changed over the years, but they were used for:

� 'Number-crunching’;

� Digitising;

� Text composition and output;

� Complete application;

� DeskTop Publishing (DTP);

Application of computer graphics;

� Remote sensing and image analysis;

� Multimedia; and, more recently,

� Digital communications

Computer graphics was applied to map production, ini-
tially as a drawing tool (following the success of Ivan
Sutherland’s Sketchpad (1965). This changed cartography
and mapping, and many new and innovative products
emerged. However, the ‘gloss of the new’ did lead to the ac-
ceptance of many inferior products. Just because these new
maps were “drawn by computer” it seemed to excuse the in-
elegant and sometimes illegible products that these
computers output. Typical of these almost unusable maps
were the maps produced by SYMAP, and early computer
system that could generate maps and output them via a line
printer. Figure 6 shows a typical example from SYMAP.

Figure 8. “Connecticut. Source: Department of Geog-

raphy, University of Toronto.

[http://www.geogutoronto.ca/ggr272/symap.html]

For the general user the separate areas of traditional
publishing and word processing that were used to produce
the various forms of graphics, text and associated artwork
changed with the arrival of laser printers (via the Apple La-

ser Writer), low cost computer chips, scanners, graphics
packages, electronic dictionaries, typesetting macro’s and
electronic type design packages that allowed for ‘true type’

qualities the stage was set for a quantum leap / move in the
way in which graphics were produced.

Desktop publishing allowed the linkage of word pro-
cessing to page composition - pages that included text,
pictures and type. Type could be modified according to
font, size, weight and style (as well as leading and kerning);
images were possible as halftones; page layout and compo-
sition could easily be controlled and printers allowed for
monochrome, colour or colour separation ‘sets’ to be out-
put. The advantages of DTP were that it was cheap, quick
and “what you see is what you got” (WYSIWYG).

At the height of the ‘newness’ of DTP in 1991 Alsopp
(1991a, b and c) made a survey of small cartographic offices
in the United Kingdom. 132 organisations were asked to
comment on the hardware and software used in regular gen-
eral production work. Analysis of the survey indicated that
Apple Macintoshes were by far the most popular platform,
using Adobe Illustrator and Aldus Freehand (now
Macromedia Freehand). A third of the respondents said
that their automated mapping system could handle anything
that had to be drawn on the system. Respondents indicated
that there was a significant decrease in both drawing and re-
vision time, the system enabled higher productivity and
cartographers using the packages “enjoyed” producing
maps as much on the new system as much as they had using
old techniques. Problems mentioned were the restriction to
an A3 output on high resolution image setters and the fact
that some maps were seen to be ‘too simple’ to be drawn us-
ing a computer system. Schokker (1989) indicated some
similar problems and said that there was a general inability
to ensure consistent quality in typesetter output.

Things moved quickly - from Computer-Aided Map-
ping (CAM), to applied computer graphics, animation,
multimedia and on-line interactive mapping.

New media and Cartography

The real potential to produce exciting and innovative
maps was seen to be the application of new interactive mul-
timedia and hypermedia, and what has been termed ‘New
Media’ technologies to mapping. Hypermedia changed the
way in which documents could be accessed and read. The
most used form of hypermedia initially was hypertext. It al-
lowed authors to produce seemingly unstructured texts that
enabled readers to move through the publication at their
own pace and to follow their own preferential reading pat-
tern. It was speculated in 1990 (Cole, 1995), when an
estimated 100,000 hypertext programs were being sold an-
nually, that the hypertext market had the potential of
hundreds of millions of dollars in annual sales in five years.
Cartographers produced ‘hypermaps’ (Laurini and
Millert-Raffort 1990) as interactive non-linear mapping
products. They included both textural and graphical con-
texts and provide multiple perspectives on a dataset that
allows for cross-referencing. These provide useful tools for
applications like the visualization of accuracy, fuzzy data
exploration and the realisation of fuzzy data through carto-
graphic principles (Jiang et al., 1995).
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Initially, the large storage capacity of CD-ROMs for
the distribution of geographical data fostered publishing
digital maps products like the Digital Chart of the World
(DCW) and the World Vector Shoreline (WVS) (Lauer,
1991). However, the true potential of having access to such
huge amounts of data at hand was not really exploited until
users were able to interact with the information displays.
Conventional electronic maps were able to portray spatial
information effectively, but they lacked the ability to go
‘beyond the map’ and show more information about the
things being portrayed, data associated with the map ob-
jects or metadata. Interactive multimedia resulted from
developments of computer-controlled interactive video in
the 1980s and refers primarily to videodisc and
CD-ROM-based programs (Cotton and Oliver, 1994). In-
teractive multimedia was used as a tool for producing maps
that responded to the users interaction with the ‘surface’ of
the screen map. The early moves into interactive mapping
using videodiscs, for products like The Aspen Map

(Negroponte, 1995) and the Domesday videodisc
(Goddard, and Armstrong, 1986; Openshaw and Mounsey,
1986, 1987; Atkins, 1986; Openshaw et al., 1986; Owen et
al., 1986; Rhind and Mounsey, 1986; Rhind et al., 1988;
Mounsey, 1988; Rhind and Openshaw, 1987) proved to be
forerunners of later products that further developed the con-
cept. Later CD-ROM, and then DVD-ROM were used to
further the concepts explored by the use of videodiscs. Two
general categories of multimedia systems were developed
for work with spatial information. Some, like the
Domesday system functioned primarily as spatial store-
houses and others are more narrowly targeted tools for
spatial decision support. Spatial storehouses were basically
map collections or atlases on videodisc or CD-ROM, and
spatial decision support tools ranged from travel guides, to
street directories, to encyclopedias. (As well as these two
categories there also exists another group of products that
overlaps both - teaching packages that incorporate map col-
lections as well as tools to learn how to use map elements
contained within the product.)

Access to map collections on the Web has revolution-
ised the way in which mapping resources can be made
available. To illustrate the impact of on-line publishing, es-
pecially for what could be described as ‘resource-deprived’
areas of the nation, it is interesting to look at some ‘facts and
figures’ from the Australian situation. The Internet is grow-
ing faster in country areas of Victoria than in regional cities,
at about the same rate as in the capital cities. In 1999 in Vic-
toria the growth rate in rural areas was 98%. Australian
Bureau of Statistics figures indicated that Australian farms
with Internet access increased to 20% of rural properties in
the 12 months to the end of March 1999 (and 49% of farms
had computers). This can be compared to 48% of main city
homes having computers, and 23% with Internet access
(Barker, 1999).

Of map dissemination via the Internet, Peterson
(1997b, p. 2) has said, “the impact of Internet mapping will
be greater than that of the printing press”. These latest of-
ferings from cartography are on-line mapping products
(what Crampton (1998, p. 3) has described as

“user-defined, on-demand maps”). These were also some-
what crude, and, similar to the initial publishing of
computer-derived and output maps, the maps from the
Internet and delivered via the World Wide Web (WWW)
were really poor substitutes for more elegant and
better-designed maps. Just because they were “delivered
by the Web” was also no excuse for a poorly designed and
executed product. I refer to these maps as ‘Macdonalds
Mapping’, where quality has been sacrificed for speed of
delivery and the ‘art’ in cARTography has been over-
looked. For example, maps from Web map publisher
MapQuest, now the most prolific producer of maps (their
‘published’ maps increased from 700,000 per day in 1997
to some 3.8 million maps in 1999 (Peterson, 1997a, 1999)).
However, Kraak (1998, p. 17) has noted that: “… People are
not always interested in very accurate maps. As long as the
maps fit their purpose, the users will be satisfied. However,
there are several comments to make here. The spatial data-
bases from which users acquire their data have to be reliable
to permit justifiable decisions. …”. Maps have changed,
and along with this their usage has also changed.

What must be added to the list of new access devices
are games machines. Kindleberger (1993) saw future mul-
timedia development linked to the development of new
hardware software and communications advancements,
and noted that videogames industry companies like Sega
and Nintendo would influence the manner in which user in-
terface design develops. As games moved from floppy
disks and hard disks to CD-ROMs, prompted by their asso-
ciated massive storage spaces which become common
accessories to PCs when the large size of some programs,
especially reference works and interactive games, made op-
tical disks convenient alternatives to cheaper, but less
capacious floppy discs (Rennie, 1995). Hardware develop-
ers were keen to get their 32-bit and 64-bit systems into as
many livingrooms as possible, and to link those
livingrooms to the world to enable access to on-line games.
The main players were:

� Matsushita’s 32-bit machine, the M2 (purchased
from 3DO (The Australian, 1995);

� Sega Saturn (that included modem attachments
and connections to the Internet and Nifty-Serve,
the Japanese on-line service, something like
America-On-Line (AOL), enabling email or the
establishment of and access to Web sites);

� Sony Playstation, a 32-bit video game system; and

� Nintendo 64 (Elrich, 1996) and Nintendo / Silicon
Graphics’s Project Reality that used the same
technology used to create special effects for mov-
ies, ‘detuned’ for the home market.

The GameBoy computer game machine went colour in
1998 (Burnham, 1998), providing 56 colours and a reflec-
tive screen. Nintendo sold its low-resolution greytone
digital camera for US$50 in 1998 and linked it to its
GameBoy for viewing and editing (Advanced Imaging,
1998). In late 1998 Sega announced their Dreamcast game
console (McCandless, 1998). It included a 200MHz pro-
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cessor, ran using a Windows operating system, and

included a modem, keyboard and CD-ROM device. This
was seen as a competitor to the Sony Playstation and the
Motorola Blackbird (Burnham, 1998). After its release,
Japanese developers linked the device to WebTV, provid-
ing email and Web applications via this games machine. It
was mooted as being something that would perhaps deliver
the services and information promised by previous ‘set-top’
boxes like 3-DO. Games devices abound and can be found
in many in homes. In 1998 there were 22 million
GameBoys ‘in circulation’ (Advanced Imaging, 1998)
(with an exponentially larger user number). Figures for the
same year quoted that one-third of homes in the USA had
game machines.

Multimedia has involved the integration of the three
most powerful industries of the 20th Century - computing,
video and communications, reflected in the convergence of
what had been discrete components of the entertainment in-
dustry. That is, large corporations which, in the past dealt
exclusively with film, computing or communications, were
forming consortia or were enveloping other media concerns
to produce conglomerates that had the ability to publish
electronically, to produce and distribute video and films, to
author computer packages and games and to provide digital

communication facilities worldwide.

The multi-purpose maps of yesterday, essentially de-
scriptive, static and deterministic, are now completely
challenged by new map products that are extremely vola-
tile, single purpose and probabilistic. The traditional
function of maps as a spatial storage device is on the de-
cline, whereas their communication function and analytical
power are increasingly emphasised. Today’s maps portray
a temporary view of the world (Müller, 1989). Now the
world of mapping can be said to be involved in simulation
and the creation of Virtual Worlds and Virtual environ-
ments. More realistic presentations are being output, with
more user control and generally innovation has spawned
many exciting products. They are quick to produce, they
provide powerful expressions of geographical stories and
they do (in most cases) allow users to experience geography
in innovative ways. Almost anything is possible, and
graphics and geographical exploration media once thought
impossible to produce and deliver is consumed daily. But
there are compromises in usage to consider and usage re-
sults (that is the resultant ‘view’ of the world received from
using such artifacts) that require assessment.

Getting (geographical) information to the

general public

Providing information about place and space: Flatland,

compromise and innovation

The previous sections of this paper have described how
the different technologies used to produce and communi-
cate geographical information have in fact altered how we
see geography and how we see our own place and space. It
is argued that it is only with the recent development and
consolidation of contemporary publishing tools, multime-
dia and global communications systems (leading to global

publishing (and true multi media publishing) that cartogra-
phy has moved from being located in ‘Flatland’ (in the early
days of printing), from an era of compromise (when com-
puters and computer graphics were used to (quickly)
generate map-graphics that could sometimes be almost un-
decipherable (but available almost instantaneously) to
today’s age of innovation.

Flatland, according to Tufte (1990), is based on the
classic by A. Square (Edwin A. Abbott, 1884), Flatland: A

Romance of Many Dimensions. Tufte (op cit., p. 12) notes
that: “Escaping this flatland is the essential task of envision-
ing information – for all the interesting worlds (physical,
biological, imaginary, human) that we seek to understand
are increasingly and happily multivariate in nature. Not
flatlands.”

There has been much interest in making information
about geography available to the general public using ‘nor-
mal’ (or non-specialist) machines – ideally using domestic
devices. This has led to discussions about what information
should be delivered. The term ‘naive geography’ was
coined by Mark and Egenhofer (1996) to describe a formal
model of common-sense geography. This would form the
basis for developing intuitive and ‘easy-to-use’ Geographic
Information Systems. Naive geography was defined by
Egenhofer and Mark (1995) as “the body of knowledge that
people have about the surrounding geographic world” – the
primary theories of space, entities and processes (Mark and
Egenhofer, 1996). This was also described as being “…
captures and reflects the way humans think and reason
about geographic space and time. Naive stands for instinc-
tive or spontaneous” (Egenhofer and Mark, 1995, p. 4).

The increased access to sophisticated computers by the
general public has led to an awareness that resources like
discrete multimedia products and their distributed counter-
parts on the Internet, and particularly through the use of the
World Wide Web, has revolutionised the way in which in-
formation is both accessed and used. Cartographers have
embraced the use of interactive multimedia, delivered via
discrete or distributed means, as a method of providing
products that are easily useable with ‘everyday’ skills, us-
ing modest computer platforms and accessible
communications resources like the Web. I would argue that
Multimedia Cartography has changed artifacts for geo-
graphical exploration.The artifact has changed from what I
will call ‘frozenscapes’ to ‘Malleable Visualizations’. The
figure below illustrates how the ‘information flow’ devices
of cartography have moved from flatland to innovation and
from frozenscapes to Malleable Visualizations’.

However, this has caused problems, as Multimedia
Cartography is more complex. There exists:

Complexity in ‘ways of seeing’

Complexity of understanding ‘ways of seeing’

To explain what is meant here is best done by using an ex-
ample of what is meant here Seeing a city in a different way.
For example, using a number of artifacts can do gaining vi-
sual information about New York. But, it is argued; if
different media are used then a different viewpoint is pro-
vided. The three following figures illustrate this. Figure 10
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shows New York depicted as a painting and in figure 11 (a
and b) as planimetric maps, are interpretations that have
been produced to serve particular purposes.

The painting (one medium) provides one viewpoint,
the map another and the artistic interpretations completely
different viewpoints, depending upon the particular in-
tended use of the ‘map’. Users are provided with different
platforms from which to view ‘reality’ (their reality or the
cartographer’s reality (or their interpretation of reality)).

Developments -

Mapping other

spaces

There has been much
interest in using
maps as an Interface
to non-spatial infor-
mation. An example
of a ‘different’ ap-
proach is the use of
maps to show other
relationships that ex-
ist outside the spatial
sciences. One such
application of map-
ping was World
Geograph (Parisi,
1997) , a geogra-
p h y - t e a c h i n g
package that used a
visual interface that
automatically dis-

played data chosen via conversation-type language and
displayed the results on a map. On a larger scale was the
project undertaken at Sandia National Laboratories
(Steinberg, 1997) to develop algorithms to analyse connec-
tions between 3 million scientific papers. The results are
visualized as a three-dimensional landscape, where moun-
tains represent active areas of research and ridges link
related disciplines. Researchers saw such a landscape as
being useful for depicting connections that were previously
hidden.
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Figure 9. ’Flatland’ to innovation.

Figure 10. New York – a ‘birds-eye view.



An interesting ‘line’ of projects that has approached in-
formation access and provision from this metaphorical
standpoint is the Media lab at the MIT. The Media Labora-
tory grew out of the Architecture Machine Group and was
formed in 1980 by Nicholas Negroponte and Jerome
Wiesner. It built on work carried out by Marvin Minsky in
cognition, Seymour Papert in learning, Barry Vercoe in mu-
sic, Muriel Cooper in graphic design, Andrew Lippman in
video, and Stephen Benton in holography. It formally
opened in 1985 and soon after created multimedia mapping
products like the Aspen Movie Map (Negroponte, 1995).

Their initial product that used a spatial metaphor for in-
formation exploration was Hyperplex (Sparciano et al.,
1997; Sparciano, 1996). This product used IVE as an
immersive browser for movies. A user would move from
‘room’ to room’ in what was presented as an exhibition
space and ‘clickable’ pictures and movies on the exhibition
walls could clicked and then interrogated. This product was
followed by NetSpace (Sparacino et al., 2000), an
immersive, interactive Web browser. The user would stand
in this virtual 3D space and interact with the icons and

menus to gain access to computer-stored information. The
final product was City of News, an immersive, interactive
3D web browser. It was developed in three different ver-
sions, namely: as a desktop 3D web browser; a
gesture-driven information space; and an art installation.
“… an information browser that organizes information as it

fetches it, in real-time, in a virtual three-dimensional space

which anchors our perceptual flow of data to a cognitive

map of a (virtual) place. This place is a city” (Sparacino et

al., 1997)

Issues with the use of New Media Cartogra-

phy

Pricewaterhouse Coopers released its annual Technol-
ogy Forecast for 2000 that made projections that wireless
data transmission, smart appliances and computers inte-
grated into building infrastructure will be emerging trends
(AIMIA, 2000). It reported that within five years house-
holds would have combined computing power of more than
100 gigabytes in ordinary appliances and combined PCs,
DVDs and television sets. Scientists and designers in-
volved in the spatial sciences now have the opportunity to
provide the means by which users can experience the ‘fun’

SoC BULLETIN Vol 35 No 1 9

Figure 11a and b. Sheet 1 of 2 sheets of Map of Lower and Up-

per Manhattan.



and ‘thrills’ that each of us have experienced in the use of
spatial information and representations of geographical
phenomena (Morrison, 1994). Using new media products
and devices like the World Wide Web, interactive digital
televisions and emerging WAP technologies (Nielsen,
2000; Mitchell, 2000) for the provision of interactive
hyperlinked mapping services, enhanced mapping pack-
ages ‘linked’ to large databases are just some of the
innovations available. The technology prediction illus-
trates the massive impact that the applications of new
technologies, new communication systems and New Media
will have in the near future. It is therefore imperative that
the cartography community addresses the issues related to
using New Media and contemporary communication sys-
tems to deliver geographical information.

Discussion

Considering that Cartography has been described in
terms of science, art and technology, it is perhaps necessary
to re-visit the description in the light of new technologies
like multimedia. Is cartography any different when deliv-
ered using New Media devices? Does cartography need to
be re-defined because of the revolution that has taken place
with both the way in which information is communicated
and the type of information that can be transferred, almost
instantaneously, globally?

Cartography is the fusing of both science and art.
However, in the light of the tremendous impact that infor-
mation technology has had on the graphic arts in particular
and thus on the possibilities for producing fairly profes-
sional products by non-cartographers, the area of
responsibility for cartographers perhaps needs to be
re-defined as well.

Consider that new technologies
enables non-cartographers to produce
maps, which can nevertheless be
viewed as naive mapping products in
the eyes of cartographers, as usable
products (albeit inefficient and proba-
bly scientifically inaccurate and
artistically inelegant), almost at the
touch of a button. These can be devel-
oped and produced without a
cartographer’s input whatsoever, as
long as the producer has access to
data, which data providers are more
than willing to make available to any-
one who has the ability to pay.

Does cartography therefore need
to be re-defined in terms of cartogra-
pher and also in terms of naïve
producer/consumer as well? Con-
sider that cartographers can control
most elements of the provision of

products until the final consumption of the product, perhaps
a division needs to be made between the actual ‘behind the
scenes’ elements of contemporary cartography and the
‘public face’ of cartography - ‘consumer cartography’.

An argument could be put that cartographers become
involved in the elements of cartography that they have both
mastered (either academically or technically, or both) and
that they also enjoy doing. Personal satisfaction in produc-
ing an elegant and aesthetically-pleasing design or
mastering some scientific problem - both resulting in an
as-near perfect a solution that is possible - can be a major
part of what provides cartographers with motivational input
that encourages further refinement of skills and better mas-
tering of particular scientific problem-solving strategies
that are unique to cartography. From the producer/con-
sumer perspective, the need to produce a map that would
serve a purpose, as well as mastering a technological skill,
provides the motivation to complete a product that works
(for them), but they could be uninterested in producing
maps for anyone but themselves).

In the current situation, where multimedia maps are a
focus, do cartographers view what they do differently, and
do consumers of cartographic products influence the
art/science/technology balance? Seeing that multimedia
cartography could be seen to have as much to do with mak-
ing a movie as producing a scientific document (although
the scientific integrity of all cartographic products is as im-
portant now as ever (perhaps more important because of the
‘casual’ appearance given by the immediate facade of mul-
timedia mapping, before the ‘shell of innocent art’ is broken
by further exploration)) the art components need to be con-
sidered as equal partners to the scientific counterparts.
Technology may only be something that ‘gets in the way’ of
properly exploiting New Media and naïve users of this pow-
erful amalgam of media types demonstrate this by their
inability to appreciate and design the best application of the
many media types available (and possible) in their rush to
‘get their hands dirty’ by cutting computer code.
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Figure 12. City of News. Source: Source: Sparciano et

al., 1997.



Conclusion

Understanding how technology works is important,
but the partnership between art and science, and their con-
tributions to the discipline, are more important. In my
opinion art provides the ‘public face’ of multimedia cartog-
raphy (and the cartographer’s passion when designing
particular products perhaps the soul) and science comple-
ments this by ensuring that what is presented is
scientifically correct, and perhaps what could be called ‘sci-
entifically elegant’ as well. Technology perhaps needs to be
relegated into a secondary role, that of ensuring that the de-
signed product can be produced and delivered.
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